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Along the history it has been asserted that 
among the determinant agents of the economical 
growth can be also cited the conservation and 
the endowment with physical, technological and 
human capital. This thing involves the realization 
of certain investigations in the infrastructure, 
development, and innovation, as well as in the 
education and the formation, that can raise the 
existent level of these resources in every country 
and to lead to a growth in the productivity, and in 
the competition of that country materialized 
through a higher GDP of a capital. But there is an 
extremely important factor like the way of 
financing, the degree of development of the 
financial system of the economy that leads to 
economical growth. On a microeconomic level, in 
what concerns the economical agents, financing 
is the most important for the development. All in 
all, no matter how good the product or how 
efficient the commercialization channels or the correlation level between 
technology and the human factor may be, if the business does not have an 
efficient financing politics, regarding the liquidity as well as the solvency 
and the profitableness, it will crash minimizing the other successfully 
realized aspects. 





SYSTEM AND THE 
CORRELATION 
WITH THE LEVEL 
OF ECONOMIC 
GROWTH 
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Except the fact that it offers an efficient allocation and a reduced cost 
of the financial services, a well developed financial compartment identifies 
the potential investors, monitors and gives information regarding the 
behavior of the beneficiaries of the chartered capital.  
The financial system unifies the capital demand and the offer through 
banks, capital markets, and other financial mediates like mutual funds or 
pension funds. An efficient financial system mobilizes the collected saving 
by the unities that, after they satisfy their own objectives of investment and 
consumption, have a financing capacity for channeling it towards those 
units that, for realizing their investing objectives, need financing, offer an 
efficient payment and clearing system, in this way facilitating the financial 
transactions. An efficient system is the one that realizes an optimum getting 
in and allocation of the resources, that it has realized in a satisfying manner 
the remuneration conditions, assurance, and liquidity of the equivalent 
deposits or the instruments of collecting the resources, and on the other 
hand, the cost conditions and financing term for the allocated resources. 
Until short time ago, it was believed that the financial system develops after 
the contracting sector, channeling towards investments, at the request of 
the undertaker, the over pluses obtained as a consequence of the 
economies of the population. Following what Schumpeter first expressed in 
1912, recent theories showed that an efficient financial system is a stimulus  
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for the technological innovation identifying and financing the undertakers 
capable to successfully innovate the product and the production process.  
One of those who have opted for this kind of thought is Ross Levine who 
assures the fact that “a theoretical as well as an empirical constant work 
volume tends to make even the most skeptical to believe that the 
development of the financial system is a determinant of the economical 
growth, and not only a passive answer to this growth.” Levine and the 
others that share his opinion believe that there are inherent relations 
between financial intermediate and productivity and , as the amelioration of 
the productivity level produces on a long term benefic effects on the level of 
economic development, it can be said that also the financial intermediate 
generates economical growth. Moreover, Levine suggests that the 
development of the financial system has an important positive effect over 
the economical growth saying that “it can be eliminated a third of the 
already existent inequality between the countries with an important growth 
and those with a slow growth through the development of the financial 
intermediation for the latter ones until they reach a developing level 
comparable with the one of the  countries with a quick development”. The 
positive association between the degree of development of the financial 
system and economical growth was at large analyzed also by Demirguc-
Kunt (2006), Levine and King (1993), and Levine and Beck (2004). They 
get to the conclusion that this correlation stays significant even when other 
factors of influence are taken into consideration. Moreover, they prove that 
regarding a country with a developing financial system, the degree of 
financial development is correlated not only with the current growth, but 
also with the future economical growth.  
In order to do a thorough analysis of the way in which the Romanian 
financial system evolved, being correlated with the economical growth of 
the financing structure of the Romanian economy between 1990 and 2006, 
we leveled this analysis depending on the mutations that took place during 
the time in the Romanian economical and financial landscape. We have 
taken one by one the mutations that took place during this period regarding 
the Romanian banking system and capital market, as main financial agents, 
then the macro economical politics and their impact on the development of 
the financial system, and, least but not last, recent evolutions experienced 
by the Romanian financial system and regional level (Central and Eastern 
Europe) and European Union comparisons. 
1.1. The Evolution of the 
Romanian Banking System 
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1. THE MAIN MUTATIONS THAT 
TOOK PLACE IN THE ROMANIAN 
FINANCIAL BACKGROUND 
BETWEEN 1990 AND 2006 
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1 Is the nr 33/1991 Law and nr. 34/1991 Law 
2 Law nr. 58, The Banking Law that canceled 
Law  nr  33/1991,  Law  nr.  101/1998 
regarding the statute of The National Bank, 
which canceled Law nr. 34/1991, Law nr. 
83/1998  regarding  the  procedure  of  the 
bank bankruptcy 
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OBJECTIVES  ACTIONS 
  Creating a sector formed only 
from powerful banks, capable 
of assuring a financial 
intermediation based on 
efficiency and profitableness 
criteria 
  a new dimension of the banking system; 
  amelioration of the resolution procedures of 
the situation of the insolvent banks; 
  strengthening of the prudential surveillance 
activity; 
  finalizing the state capital banks privatization 
process; 
  bringing the credit co operatives under the 
regulation and surveillance of BNR; 
  gaining the public confidence in the banking 
system and, implicitly, encouraging the savings 
through a growing in the role of The Fund of 
Guarantee of Deposits in the banking system; 
  consolidation of the cooperation with other 
national and foreign authorities of surveillance. 
  Diversifying and growing the 
quality of the financial banking 
services 
  integration of the banking services with those 
given by the financial market operators; 
  creating conditions for developing of some 
products and services in concordance with the 
demanding of the market and for implementing 
modern products and services like hybrid 
financing instruments, derivatives, services like 
“e banking”. 
  Growing the competition of 
the banking system 
  developing of the markets where the banks 
operate (money, currency, capital market); 
  growing of the autonomy of the Central Bank 
of Romania as authority of regulation and 
surveillance; eliminating any kind of 
discriminating treatments already existent in 
the banking system. 
 
 
3  Verdict  nr.  455  from  9th  of  May  2001 
regarding  the  approbation  of  the  action 
plan  of  the  governing  program  between 
2001  and  2004,  published  in  The  Official 
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4 Is the Norm 2000/12/CE modified through 
The Norm of the European Parliament and 
the  Council  of  European  Union  nr. 
2000/28/CE 
5 Law nr. 58/1998 was partially harmonized 
with  the  stipulations  of  the  Norm  nr. 
2000/12/CE 
6 These ameliorations had at their basis The 
Order nr. 137/2001 of modification of the 
banking law 
7 Is the Order nr.56/2000 
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8  The  stipulations  of  the  Law  58/1998  for 
which  reason  the  Romanian  Government 
issued the Order nr. 97/2000 
9  Through  the  modifications  and 
completions to the Law nr. 58 1998 
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10  OUG  nr.  138/2001.  Through  it  was 
followed  up  the  harmonization  of  the 
existent  stipulations  with  the  European 
Union  legislation;  it  partially  took  over 
some  stipulations  from  the  Norm 
2001/24/\ce  of  the  European  Parliament 
and the Counsel from 4th of April 2001 and 
the regulation of the legal frame regarding 
the  bankruptcy  of  the  credit  corporatist 
organizations as art. 242 from the Judge’s 
Oder nr. 97/2000 
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Table nr. I.1 
Dinamics of Romanian banks, by  capital type and the branches of foreign banks  
in the period 1996 2006 
SPECIFICATION  1996  1997 1998 1999 2000 2001 2002 2003 2004  2005  2006
I. Number of Romanian 
banks from which: 
31  33  36  34  33  33  31  29  30  32  40 
a) state owned capital  7  7  7  4  4  3  3  2  2  2  2 
b) majority private 
capital: 
24  26  29  30  29  30  28  27  28  30  38 
 majority domestic 
capital 
14  13  13  11  8  6  4  4  5  6  8 
 majority foreign capital  10  13  16  19  21  24  24  23  23  24  30 
II. Number of branches 
of the foreign banks    
9  10  9  7  8  8  8  8  7  6  6 
Total banking system 
(I+II) 
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11  Hetes Gavra  I.,  Buglea  A.,  Hetes  R.  – 
Management  bancar  ,  Orizonturi 
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Figure I.1     Rate of growth of banking assets in the period 2003 2005 in countries from 
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 organization of the banking system 

 the radical change of the role of the 
banks  in  society  and  economy, 
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 the  entrance  of  Romania  in  the 
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1.2. Steps of setting up and 
de e v lopment of the Romanian 
exchange market 
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12  The  traditions  of  the  stock  exchange 
institution  are  older  than  100  years  in 
Romania  and  there  were  also  periods  of 
great  effervescence  and  international 
resonance  of  the  local  stock  activity.  The 
grade  list  from  that  period  was  formed 
from the trade exchanges and, in the same 
time,  some  kind  of  exchange  agents  that 
were  then  the  equivalent  of  the  brokers. 
The  agriculture  and  transports  made 
Romania once to have the most important 
position  on  the  exchange  market  of  the 
South East of Europe. 
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13 Law nr. 52/1994 regarding the securities 
and the stock exchange 
14  Law  nr.  31/1990  regarding  the  trade 
companies 
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15  Law  nr.  58/1991  regarding  the 
privatization of the trade companies 
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16 Law nr.297/2004 regarding capital market 
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Low rhythm of the privatization%	










 Low profitability of the economical 
environment,  	 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2. THE INFLUENCE OF THE 
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Average annual rate 
of inflation
18
1990  5,1 
1991  170,2 
1992  210,4 
1993  256,1 
1994  136,7 
1995  32,3 
1996  38,8 
1997  154,8 
1998  59,1 
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18 Average rate of inflation (current year) in 
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Figure II  – Evolution of infla
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Average interest rates practiced by 









    Activ   Pasiv  
1992  201,5  43,60  32,90 
1993  256,1  86,40  42,50 
1994  60,0  61,80  49,50 
1995  27,80  47,50  32,40 
1996  57,50  55,80  38,10 
1997  151,40  63,70  51,60 
1998  49,50  56,90  38,30 
1999  54,80  65,90  45,40 
2000  40,70  53,48  32,74 
2001  30,30  45,74  26,16 
2002  17,80  35,65  18,39 
2003  14,10  26,19  10,78 
2004  9,30  25,81  11,34 
2005  8,6   9,19 6,22  01  
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19 Level registered in current december in 
comparison  with  the  december  of  the 
previous year  (%) 
20 Interest rates practiced by banks for non 
banking clients 
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hang  th 1
Table nr.II.3 
Percent of expenditures for economical 
actions in total public expenditures 
(%) 
YEAR 
PERCENT OF EXPENDITURES 
FOR ECONOMICAL ACTIONS 
IN TOTAL PUBLIC 
EXPENDITURES 
1990  43,63 
1991  33 
1992  39,57 
1993  35,54 
1994  32,94 
1995  28,94 
1996  25,57 
1997  14,71 
1998  13,79 
1999  14,84 
2000  16,36 
2001  17,79 
2002  18,8 
2003  24,52 
2004
2.2 The Influence of the State 
Economic Policy over the 
Financial System 
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2.3. Recent Evolutions of the 
Romanian Financial System and 
the Correlation with the 
Economical Growth 
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Figure II.5 – The structur he individuals liabilities 
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FigureII.6 – Regional comparison on the basis of the bank assets/market capitalization 
and GDP/capitalization ratios 
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Figure II.7 – Structure e individuals assets 
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Figure II.9 – Principal categories of non banking financial intermediaries and the 
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Table nr. II.4 
Annual average growth rate of the 
financial assets in the period 2006 2008 
  Annual average 
growth rate 
Cash  15 % 
Bank deposits  17 % 
Stocks  17 % 
Mutual Funds  44 % 
Insurance Funds 29 % 
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